Semileptonic and purely leptonic decays of B meson to τ , such as B → D ( * ) τ ν τ and B → τ ν τ are studied. Recognizing that there already were some weak hints of possible deviations from the SM in the measurements of B(B → τ ν τ ) by BABAR and Belle and the fact that detection of the τ also occurs in the measurements of B → D ( * ) τ ν τ , we stress the importance of joint studies of these processes, whenever possible. For this purpose, as an illustration, we introduce the observable, R(D ( * ) )/B(B → τ ν τ ) where, for one thing, the unknown systematics due to τ identification are expected to largely cancel. We show that all measurements of this observable are consistent with the existing data, within somewhat largish experimental errors, with the predictions of the SM. We stress that precise experimental measurement and comparison with theory of the branching ratio for B → τ ν τ is extremely important for a reliable search of new physics. Furthermore, in view of the anticipated improved precision in experiments in the next few years, in addition to R(D ( * ) ), host of other ratios analogous to R(D ( * ) )/B(B → τ ν τ ) in the SM are suggested for lattice calculations as well, so that for more stringent tests of the SM, correlations in lattice calculations can be properly taken into account to enhance precision.
Introduction
The observed excess in the branching fractions of the semitaunic decays, B → Dτ ν τ and B → D * τ ν τ , has drawn a lot of attention in the recent years. The present experimental status is summarized in Fig.  1 [1] . , Here, R(D) and R(D * ) are defined as
As had been emphasized in several works [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] , the theory uncertainties in these observables are only a few percent, being independent of the CKM element |V cb | and also to a large extent, of the form-factors 1 . Interestingly, the R(D ( * ) ) values measured by BABAR [9] exceed SM expectations by 2.0σ and as much as 2.7σ respectively, and if taken together, disagree with the SM by about 3.4σ. On the other hand, older Belle results used to lie in between the SM expectation and the BABAR measurement and were consistent with both [10, 11] . Latest Belle results [12] using the full data sample of 772 × 10 6 BB pairs is completely consistent with SM within 0.6 σ. LHCb announced the results of their first measurement of R(D * ) [13] , and their result is 2.1σ larger than the value expected in SM. Both BABAR and Belle have analyzed the effects of the charged Higgs of type 2HDM-II on R(D ( * ) ). BABAR analysis shows that in 2HDM-II, the measured values of R(D) and R(D * ) can not be explained simultaneously by any point in the tan β -m H + parameter space which is allowed by the data. Hence, 2HDM-II as a possible new physics (NP) candidate was excluded by BABAR at 99.8% confidence level, while the earlier Belle measurement is consistent with the 2HDM-II prediction given in the regions around tan β/m H + = 0.45GeV [10] . As is already mentioned, latest Belle result [12] does not require 2HDM or any other NP. Also, since LHCb cannot do B → D semileptonic decays, they cannot make statements about 2HDM-II.
In passing we mention that a similar pattern, but with even bigger errors, is observed in the BABAR and Belle measurements on the branching fractions of the purely leptonic decay B + → τ + ν τ which uses both the leptonic and hadronic channels for the identification of τ . Note in particular that, both the experiments had earlier used only the leptonic channels for the identification of τ in the measurements of R(D ( * ) ). Only in their latest analysis [12] , Belle has used hadronic channels for τ reconstruction.
We think it is rather useful to examine B(B → τ ν) simultaneously, when possible, with R(D ( * ) ) for a variety of reasons. For one, if R(D ( * ) ) is showing deviation(s) from the SM, then it stands to reason that B(B → τ ν) may also do the same. Also R(D ( * ) ) may be suffering from background contaminations (e.g. from higher charm resonances) that are difficult to deal with, whereas B(B → τ ν) may not have that difficulty and therefore to that extent may be more reliable.
Moreover, since detection of τ is involved both in R(D ( * ) ) and in B(B → τ ν), by studying them together as by our proposed ratio, eq.(5), if there are D * over the full kinematic region exists. Fermilab calculation [8] is only at the end point.
any unknown systematics affecting the τ detection then they will tend to largely cancel. Finally, in a large class of new physics models that affect the τ − ν vertex, the effect of new physics will tend to cancel in the ratio R τ (D ( * ) ) so this ratio may serve as a very good diagnostic of the new physics.
Of course, the experimental measurement of B(B → τ ν) in itself is extremely demanding and the accuracy of the measurements to date are fairly limited (as elaborated in section 2 below) but our point in suggesting these correlation(s) is to emphasize their importance for the long run; in particular, in view of the much larger data sets that will become available from Belle-II in the near future.
Moreover, since R(D) and R(D * ) are independent of |V cb |, we emphasize the importance of analogous ratios for semileptonic decays B → π(ρ, ω) (τ ) ν and similarly for B → D ( * ) (τ ) ν (see eq. (14)).
SM vs. Experiments

B(B
In Tables 1 and 2 , the BABAR and Belle measured values of the Br(B → τ ν τ ) are shown, using leptonic and hadronic decays of τ separately. Their combined results are also shown, and they are consistent with each other within errors. The expression for the branching fraction Br(B → τ ν τ ) in the SM is given by
where 
Numerical value of the CKM element |V ub | is obtained after fitting latest lattice calculation of B → πlν form factors with the experimental measurements of the branching fraction from BABAR and Belle, leaving the relative normalization as a free parameter, for details see Ref. [16, 17] . Here, we use |V ub | i.e |V Ex ub | with a more conservative error from [16] than that of HFAG or PDG (see table 3) or from [17] ). Part of the reason we now feel more confident about this exclusive value of V ub is that it is found to be in excellent agreement with the value determined from exclusive baryonic B-decays [18] .
In Fig. 2 the experimental measurements on Br(B → τ ν τ ) are compared with the SM predictions. In this figure, for the sake of completion, we also show the estimated branching fraction using the inclusive measurement of |V ub |, i.e |V In ub | (table 3). The corresponding value of the branching fraction is given by.
From Fig. 2 , we see that Belle measurement is roughly consistent with the SM irrespective of which V ub (inclusive or exclusive) is used and BABAR measurement just mildly disfavors the SM when exclusive V ub is used. On the other hand, if we consider only modes with leptonically reconstructed τ s, BABAR is consistent with both V ub values and Belle measurement slightly disfavors the inclusive V ub . 
R(D
For the measurements of branching fractions Br(B → D ( * ) τ ν τ ), both BABAR [9] and Belle [10] use purely hadronic tagging of "the other B" and purely leptonic τ decays coming from the B undergoing semi-tauonic decay. In one of their analyses(in 2016), Belle had used semi-leptonic tagging of "the other B" and measured R(D * ) [11] . They are yet to publish their result on R(D) using the same semileptonic tagging method for the other B. Most recently, Belle has published another result on R(D * ) along with their first measurement of P τ [12] with the total available dataset of 772 million BB pairs. In that analysis, they have used hadronic τ decays for τ reconstruction and hadronic tagging for the other B (B tag ). In table (4) we list those measured values of R(D) and R(D * ) along with their SM predictions. The same data has been plotted in Fig.3 . We note that like B(B → τ ν τ ) the Belle 2015 data is consistent with the SM prediction, while the BABAR data exceeds the SM expectations by 2.0σ and as much as 2.7σ respectively for R(D) and R(D * ). On the other hand, while Belle measurement of R(D * )(2016) with leptonically tagged τ s [11] is away from the corresponding SM prediction by 1.6σ, the most recent measurement with the full dataset is consistent with SM within 0.6σ [12] .
As mentioned in the introduction, to study the possibility of correlation in τ decays affecting the analyses and also for other potentially useful pur- 
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0.901
0.12 ± 0.01 [29] poses, here we define a new observable R τ (D ( * ) ) as
where R(D ( * ) ) is normalized by B(B + → τ + ν τ ). In order to explicitly spell out the possible cancellation of τ systematics in this ratio, R τ (D ( * ) ) can be defined as explained below.
The definition of R(D ( * ) ) as used in the experimental analyses is the average of all the R(D ( * ) ) i , which are given as
SM 0.300 ± 0.008 [7] 0.252 ± 0.003 [4] where B i τ represents the branching fraction of the i th decay channel in which τ has been reconstructed. N sig(norm) and sig(norm) represent the signal(normalization) events and the reconstruction efficiencies respectively.
On the other hand, the branching fraction in B → τ ν τ as defined in experimental analysis is given by
where i τ represents efficiency including the branching fraction of the i th decay mode of τ , which is determined by the ratio of the number of events surviving all the selection criteria including the τ decay branching fractions to the number of fully reconstructed B ± . The total branching fraction is defined as the average of all the Br(B → τ ν τ )
i . Now, τ decay channels include both the hadronic and leptonic final states. Therefore, we can define observables like
i , for individual τ channels. For each of these ratios, any (unknown) systematics due to the τ identification is expected to cancel in the ratio i τ /B i τ . Then we can combine all such ratios to obtain the observable R τ (D ( * ) ). As the available experimental results on R(D * ) do not mention the statistics for each channel separately, we show the values of R τ (D ( * ) ) in table 5 and Fig. 4 using the average value of Br(B → τ ν) for either the leptonic or the hadronic channels depending on the τ detection procedure of the corresponding R(D ( * ) ) measurement. For the rest of the paper, we will use use these leptonic or hadronic averages for R τ (D ( * ) ) unless otherwise specified. While this observable (eq. 5) has the advantage mentioned before of cancelling (unknown) τ detection systematics, it has the drawback that it depends on V ub . Consequently, this tends to increase the theory error in this observable but perhaps for testing the validity of the SM, this cautious approach has an advantage. Note also as stated earlier we tend to think that the exclusive V ub is now quite robust.
Be that as it may, the estimated values for R τ (D ( * ) ), using the results obtained in different experiments and the SM expectation, are listed in table 5 and plotted in Fig. 4 . We note that all the estimated data from different experiments are consistent with the SM predictions; remarkably, the 2 -2.7σ deviation of the BABAR results on R(D) and R(D * ) from the SM do not show up in our observable, using inclusive or exclusive determinations of V ub . The BABAR and Belle results are also fully consistent with each other, primarily due to the large errors in the data(particularly in the channels with leptonically tagged τ s). In addition, R τ (D ( * ) ), obtained from channels with hadronically tagged τ s has smaller error and differs from the SM prediction(with V Ex ub ) by about 2.1σ. As the current measurements of B → τ ν have rather large errors, it may well be that for now the ratio is hiding NP beneath the errors; however, we are stressing its long term use as more data becomes available. Also, as alluded to before, we want to emphasize again that the consistency with the SM in Fig. 4 τ ν) , we use the leptonic or hadronic average from tables 1 and 2 depending on the τ reconstruction method for the specific R(D ( * ) ).
where, gives us the total decay rate Γ W . Like R(D), the ratio of inclusive decay rates is defined as
and its SM value, considering the current world average B(B − → X c eν) = (10.92 ± 0.16)% [34, 35] , is given by R(X c ) SM = 0.225 ± 0.006. In order to estimate R(X c ) Exp , we take the ratio of the LEP average B(b → X c τ +ν ) LEP = (2.41 ± 0.23)% [36] and the world average for B(B − → X c eν), and we obtain R(X c ) Exp = 0.221 ± 0.021.
Like R τ (D ( * ) ), we define R τ (X c ) by normalizing R(X c ) with B(B + → τ + ν τ ). In Fig. 5 , different values of R τ (X c ) are shown which are obtained for different values of the B(B + → τ + ν τ ) taken from BABAR and Belle measurements (for channels with leptonically tagged τ s in Fig. 2) . We note that the estimated values obtained using both the measurements are compatible with each other, also both of them are consistent with the SM. Again, as in the case of exclusive modes this does not necessarily mean that presence of all types of new physics are being ruled out.
R(π) and R π τ
Since R(D ( * ) ) is independent of |V cb |, if the interpretation of new physics there is correct, then we should expect similar deviations in analogous semileptonic decays(B → π(ρ, ω) (τ ) ν) and similarly in B S decays. Therefore, in addition to the above modes we also consider the decay B → πτ ν τ . Earlier, in the literature this mode is considered for NP searches [37, 3, 38, 39, 40] , while B → π ν , with = µ or e, is used for the extraction of CKM element V ub [41, 42] . The useful observable which is potentially sensitive to NP is defined as
where the dependence and therefore the uncertainty due to V ub cancels in the ratio; similarly, R(ρ, ω) should also be studied. In the SM, the differential decay rate for the decay B → πτ ν τ is given as [40] :
where, q is the four-momentum transfer between the B-meson and the final-state pion of the semileptonic decay, | p π | is the absolute three-momentum of the final state pion,
and H 0/t are helicity amplitudes defined as
The form factors f +/0 need to be calculated using non-perturbative methods, such as the lattice [16, 17] . Setting m τ to zero in eq. (11) gives us the expression for dΓ(B → π ν )/dq 2 to an excellent precision. Taking the BCL coefficients and their correlations from ref. [40] , we calculate R(π) SM = 0.598 ± 0.024. The error is around 4%, which is only slightly larger than the value quoted in that paper (0.641 ± 0.016) or essentially the same result of [43] . Recent result from Belle [44] gives us an upper limit on B(B 0 → π − τ + ν τ ) < 2.5 × 10 −4 . Dividing this with the present world average of B(B 0 → π − + ν ) = (1.45 ± 0.05) × 10 −4 [45] , we get the upper limit of R(π) < 1.784.
We now introduce a different observable than our previous normalized ratio in eq.(5)
for which the SM prediction is R π,SM τ = 0.733 ± 0.144; the error is around 20%. We define R π τ in this way instead of R(π)/B(B + → τ + ν τ ) as in the former definition the dependence due to V ub cancels. In the latter definition the dependence on V ub will remain, though the error in the SM is still around 20%. Let us note in passing that a ratio analogous to eq. (14) in case of B → D ( * ) τ ν decays can also be useful.
Using the combined Belle result for B(B → τ ν τ )(table 2), and the upper limit for R(π) quoted above, we obtain the upper limit for R π τ < 2.62.
Type II 2HDM Model
The 2HDMs with two complex Higgs doublets are amongst the simplest extensions of the SM which gives rich phenomenology due to the additional scalar bosons. The extended Higgs sectors have not yet been ruled out experimentally. The new features of the 2HDM includes three neutral and two charged Higgs bosons. The most general Yukawa Lagrangian induces flavour changing neutral current (FCNC) at the tree level. However, the 2HDM-II is designed to avoid FCNC at tree level. In this type, one Higgs doublet couples solely to up-type and the other one to down-type fermions [46, 47] . As a result the decay modes B → τ ν τ and B → D ( * ) τ ν τ are found to be sensitive to the effect of charged Higgs at the tree level.
In the following subsections we will discuss the constraints on 2HDM parameter space using the above mentioned observables. The same analysis can be extended to other models as well. As we can see from Fig. 1, R(D) and R(D * ) are highly correlated. Therefore, while constraining NP, it would not be a good idea to consider the data on R(D) and R(D * ) obtained using two different tagging methods. From now on, we will use the data given in table 4 and 5, except Belle's most recent(2016) result of R(D * ) [11] , since, as explained before, in this measurement they have not yet given results on R(D) using the same hadronic tag for "the other B".
B(B
In two Higgs doublet models, purely leptonic decays receive an additional contribution from charged Higgs, which can be factorized from the SM prediction [48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53] ,
In 2HDM-II, the factor r H is given as,
Here, tan β is the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs doublets, m H + is the mass of the charged Higgs and m u /m b = (0.56 ± 0.06) × 10 −3 [25] is the ratio of the u-and b-quark masses at a common mass scale.
The contributions of the charged Higgs to B → D ( * ) τ −ν τ decays can be encapsulated in the scalar helicity amplitude in the following way [4, 37 ]: [27] is the ratio of the c-and b-quark masses at a common mass scale. Thus, the differential decay rate, integrated over angles, becomes [9, 2, 54] ,
where p * D ( * ) is the three-momentum of the D ( * )
meson in the B rest frame. Given that charged Higgs bosons are not expected to contribute significantly to B → Dl
can be described by a parabola,
where, The allowed parameter space in the tan β -m H + plane using the excess observed by BABAR and Belle on B(B + → τ + ν τ ) and R(D ( * ) ), are shown in Fig.  6 . We note that BABAR data do not allow a simultaneous explanation of all the above mentioned deviations. However, for Belle data, there actually is a common allowed parameter space and we show that by overlapping the regions allowed by R(D ( * ) ) and B (B → τ ν) The regions for m H + ≤ 540 GeV have already been excluded by b → sγ measurements at 95% confidence level [55] . In Fig.6 and onwards, this bound is shown as a dotted line.
In the 2HDM-II model, the variations of R τ (D ( * ) ) with r = tan β/m H + for various values of tan β, while m H + is being kept in between [540, 1000] , are shown in Fig. 7 . We note that both BABAR and Belle data discard a solution with large tan β ( > ∼ 30). The allowed parameter space in tan β -m H + plane using the experimental constraints are shown in Fig. 8 . Also both BABAR and Belle data, given in table 5, allow non-zero values of tan β and m H + , while large values of tan β are not allowed by the data. In addition, the allowed parameter space in all the different cases discussed in table 5 are consistent with each other.
R(X
The theoretical expression for total decay rate of inclusive B → X c τν transitions including power corrections of order 1/m 2 b in HQET, in the framework of type II 2HDM model is given by [29] ,
Br ( where, R = r 2 m τ m b , r = tan β/m H + , and the subindices W , H, and I denote the W mediated(SM), Higgs mediated and interference contributions, respectively. Γ W is given by theq 2 integrated form of eq. (8) . Other terms are listed in ref. [29] .
Figure(9) represents the variation of R(X c ) with r. We note that the current data allows only the region r ≤ 0.4, the region r > 0.4 is not allowed by the data.
The variations of R τ (X c ) in 2HDM-II with the parameter r for various values of tan β are shown in Fig. 10 the large values of tan β ( > ∼ 30) are not allowed by the current data. The experimental constraints in the tan β − m H + plane, obtained from the analysis of this observable is shown in Fig. 11. 
R π τ
The contributions of the charged Higgs Boson to B → πτν τ decays can be incorporated into Eq. (11) by the replacement [37, 4] 
So, just like eq. (19) , B(B → πτν τ ) can be de- scribed as a parabola,
where,
Figures (12) and (13) show the Type-II 2HDM parameter space corresponding to the experimental upper limit given in section(2.4). We note that in this case tan β as large as 100 is allowed by the current data.
Summary & Outlook
Motivated by the reported indications of new physics signals in the experimental results from BABAR, Belle and LHCb in the ratio, R(D ( * ) ), of semileptonic decays, in here we examine them along with B → τ ν τ decays. Since τ detection plays a central role in both categories, and because backgrounds in B → D ( * ) τ ν are very different from those in B → τ ν, it seems very useful to examine them both simultaneously whenever the data allows. Concretely, we define a new observable, R τ (D ( * ) ) ≡ R(D ( * ) )/B(B → τ ν τ ). In this observable the (unknown) systematics, if any, due to the τ identification are expected to largely cancel. Our analysis shows that this observable appears to be remarkably consistent with SM with the data from both BABAR and Belle 2 even though appreciable differences from the SM were reported in R(D ( * ) ) especially by BABAR. Since at present the errors in B → τ ν are rather large, it is certainly plausible that NP is for now hiding in the errors; our main purpose was to explore and suggest its use in the long run.
We emphasize that consistency of the experimental results on R τ (D ( * ) ) with the SM does not necessarily mean the absence of all new physics contribution in R(D ( * ) ) and/or B → τ ν τ . For example, for a class of new physics models which affect both type of decay modes (as happens in 2HDM-II), NP contributions would also largely tend to cancel in R τ (D ( * ) ). In fact our analysis of R τ (D ( * ) ) explicitly shows that type II-2HDM in the region of M H larger than about 500 GeV with tanβ less than about 25 is allowed; in this important respect we reach at a different conclusion than the BABAR analysis. Indeed, the constraint obtained on the parameter space in tan β-m H + plane is very similar to the one obtained from B(B → τ ν τ ); tan β > ∼ 25 is not allowed by the present data in the case when m H + < 1 TeV.
This conclusion regarding the possible relevance of type-II 2HDM is of special significance to Supersymmetric theories as therein type II-2HDM are crucial.
Analogously, we also study inclusive semileptonic decays of final states with τ in them. Experimentally, these inclusive final states are especially challenging. However, at least for Belle II by (partial) re-construction of the "other B", this may have a chance and thereby one may be able to use the higher branching ratio of the inclusive mode. For this purpose we define R τ (X c ) for the inclusive decays b → X c τ ν τ , and find the constraints on 2HDM-II parameter space. Here too, the allowed regions are mostly dominated by the constraints from B(B → τ ν τ ). In addition to the above observable we also study the ratio B(B → πτ ν τ )/B(B → τ ν τ ). At present, only an upper limit exists for this ratio, therefore we do not get strong bounds on tan β or m + H plane from this observable. Also, large values of tan β ≈ 100 are still allowed. Here too, more precise measurements are necessary to
